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Abbreviation

Description

Abbreviation

Description

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

LDP

Local Development Plan

CESP

Community Energy Saving Programme

LPA

Local Planning Authority

CHP

Combined Heat & Power

MW

Megawatt

CLG

Communities and Local Government

MWe

Megawatt electrical

CO2

Carbon Dioxide

MWh

Megawatt hours

DHN

District Heating Network

MWhe

Megawatt hours electrical

HOP

Heat Opportunity Plan

MWt

Megawatt thermal

ESCO

Energy Services Company

MWht

Megawatt hours thermal

GW

Gigawatt

NPV

Net Present Value

GWh

Gigawatt hours

PCC

Powys County Council

IRR

Initial Rate of Return

PFI

Private Financial Initiative

kW

Kilowatt

PV

Photovoltaic

kWh

Kilowatt hours

TWh

Terawatt hour
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background

This report follows on from the wider Renewable and Low Carbon Energy Assessment for Powys County Council, and is
intended to provide an evaluation of district heating network opportunities associated with candidate site clusters. Clusters of
candidate sites were identified as part of the energy opportunity assessment which formed the latter stages of the Renewable
and Low Carbon Energy Assessment.
The methodology used for this assessment is fully compliant with the Welsh Government Renewable Energy Toolkit. For each
district heating network opportunity, existing buildings and future new developments are considered. For each site/ area a high
level assessment is carried out of the technical and financial viability of combined heat and power [CHP] and district heating
covering gas engine CHP and biomass heat only technologies.
For each option the potential carbon savings, costs and revenues were calculated, and the potential gap funding required to
make a scheme commercially viable have been identified. The analysis considered two rates of return, or discount rates, namely:
a typical public sector discount rate [6%] and a typical private sector commercial rate [12%].

1.2

Choice of Study Area

Towns were identified that had a cluster of proposed candidate sites located together, namely: Llanidloes, Welshpool, and
Newtown. All three are in the Severn Valley.
These were identified as part of the Heat Opportunity Mapping tasks for the wider Renewable and Low Carbon Energy
Assessment. From these three areas, a total of seven scenarios were modelled for the district heating network evaluation of
candidate site clusters. These were as follows:

Llanidloes


Llanidloes 1: candidate sites to the east of A470



Llanidloes 2: as Option 1 plus extension to existing housing cluster in centre of Llanidloes with high proportion of social
housing.

Welshpool


Welshpool 1: candidate sites close to existing anchor loads [High School and Leisure Centre]



Welshpool 2: as Option 1, plus extension to the Hospital and serving the existing housing in between with a high proportion
of social housing.

Newtown


Newtown 1: a network connecting key anchor heat loads, Newtown High School and Leisure Centre, along with two schools,
Maesyrhandir C P School and Ysgol Cedewain Newtown.



Newtown 2: as Option 1, plus connection to Powys College and existing housing en route.



Newtown 3: as Option 2, plus extension to new development adjacent Fronlas Farm.
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1.3

Stakeholder Workshop

A stakeholder workshop was held at Powys County Council, on 14th June 2012. The workshop was attended by stakeholders
from South and North, Powys County Council, as well as the Council’s Local Development Plan [LDP] Team Leader,
Sustainability Officer and Energy Manager. The Carbon Trust Wales representative was also present. The full list of attendees is
included in Appendix B.
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Overview of sites

2.1

Overview

This section presents the results of a high level assessment of the potential for district heating and CHP for clusters of candidate
sites within towns in the County. This resulted in focus on three areas of Powys, namely:


Llanidloes,



Welshpool, and



Newtown

For each site and scenario, the analysis presents the following information:
Heat Opportunity Plan [HOP]: A HOP showing cluster of candidate sites in the context of the surrounding area.
General Overview: Introduction to the option outlining the building typology and any specific details relating to any existing
features that are of interest as well as proposed development plans.
SWOT Analysis: Covering existing and proposed buildings including any phasing and timing issues. In addition, details of the
key opportunities and constraints within the site that could have an impact on the technical or commercial viability or the practical
delivery of a network, as well as the potential for future expansion of a heat network.
List of key existing buildings: Using the data provided by the Council and from the Community and Local Government [CLG]
database, we have identified a number of key existing buildings within the sites, and listed their heat demands. These heat
demands are from Council gas consumption data or from additional data sought from Council contacts.
List of potential new buildings: The proposed buildings within the site have been identified from the list of candidate sites
provided by the Council.
Housing numbers, and non-residential floor areas, for the new buildings are based on capacities or densities stated in candidate
site proposal forms, or, where not available, an assumed dwelling density of 30 dwellings per hectare. This compares with a
historic average density for the County of 26 dwellings per hectare. The estimate of non-residential floor areas is based on
standard industry estimates of the ratio of floor area to plot area for different use classes.
An estimated heat demand for each of the development sites is given based on the likely capacity and use of each site, based on
discussions with Powys County Council.

2.2

Llanidloes

Heat Opportunity Plan
The Heat Opportunity Plan for Llanidloes is given overleaf.

The map is reproduced from Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty's Stationary Office Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes
Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings.
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General Overview
Llanidloes is located in central Powys, and has clusters of candidate development sites [residential and employment] to the east
of the town centre. There is an existing leisure centre with a swimming pool located to the south and hospital located to the north.
A new use class B2 area is also proposed, to the east of the town, which is an existing industrial estate
New residential development to the east of the river could be a catalyst for district heating. Particularly Site 332 [up to 60 homes;
21 dph] and surrounding sites 1,031, 1,035 and 1,096.
There are two key existing potential anchor heat loads [Leisure Centre and Hospital]; however, these are approximately 1 mile
from the new development site, in opposite directions. The first option [Llanidloes 1.1] focuses on the new development only, and
the second option [Llanidloes 1.2] extends into the centre to serve existing housing which has a heat density of 2.6MW/km2 and
44% social housing.

SWOT Analysis
The table below provides an overview of existing and potential buildings at Llanidloes including any phasing and timing issues. In
addition, details of the key opportunities and constraints within the site that could have an impact on the technical or commercial
viability or the practical delivery of a network are summarised, as well as the potential for future expansion of a heat network.

SWOT Analysis
Existing buildings

Potential Buildings

Key potential anchor heat loads:

Key sites:

Phasing /timing issues

2



Llanidloes Sports Centre



Site 104: 7,200 m non-residential



Llanidloes High School



Site 332: up to 60 homes



Llanidloes War Memorial Hospital



2
Site 633: 5,100 m non-residential

Other non-residential buildings:



Site 1031: up to 127 homes



Llanidloes C P School



Site 1035: up to 212 homes



Maes Y Wennol Care Home



Site 1096: up to 25 homes



Maes Y Wennol Day Centre



Bodlondeb Sheltered Housing



Hafren Furnishers [Main Store]



Community Centre



Library



Health Centre



Youth Centre

There are different developers for each
site, each with different build out times.
This could cause difficulties with
coordination for a central energy centre.
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SWOT Analysis
Site opportunities
Potential to also connect site 679 with up to 95 new homes and 26,460 m2 of non-residential development.
Surrounding existing housing has a high proportion of solid wall homes which are 'hard to treat' and may benefit from connection
to district heat network, in terms of cost effective carbon reduction. For example, 100% of the 137 homes in output area
00NNSA0011 have solid walls.
At the stakeholder workshop, it was confirmed that ‘Llanidloes Energy Solutions’ has previously evaluated energy efficiency
options and low and zero carbon energy opportunities across the town. This indicates good community interest in low carbon
heating solutions and could make stakeholder engagement very successful.
Site constraints
No obvious large customers for electricity output close to the new development sites, therefore financial model assumes all
electricity from any gas engine CHP is exported to the grid.
The most significant potential anchor heat loads are too far away from the candidate development sites to make connection into
a common heat network viable.
Next steps
Liaise with developers to ascertain interest in a central energy strategy.

List of key existing buildings
The table below provides a summary of key existing buildings at Llanidloes.

Name

Annual Heat Demand [MWh]

Source

Llanidloes War Memorial Hospital

708

Wales NHS

Llanidloes Sports Centre

555

Powys County Council

Llanidloes C P school

267

Powys County Council

Llanidloes High School

671

Powys County Council

Maes y Wennol Care Home

406

Glasu Report

Maes y Wennol Day Centre

64

Glasu Report
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Name

Annual Heat Demand [MWh]

Source

Bodlondeb Sheltered Housing

174

Glasu Report

Hafren Furnishers [main store]

375

Glasu Report

Community Centre

348

Glasu Report

Library

24

Glasu Report

Health Centre

62

Glasu Report

Youth Centre

32

Glasu Report

Total

3,687

List of potential buildings
The table below provides a summary of proposed buildings and estimated year of build out at Llandiloes
Reference

Name

Maximum number of
dwellings

Non residential floor
area [m2]

Estimated build out
year

100

Land at Parc Hafren

0

14,447

2016

104

Land at Parc Derwen
Fawr

0

7,224

2012

332

Land to South East of
Rhos-y-Maen Uchaf

60

0

2012

633

Land adjacent to
Chapel Farm

0

5,145

2012

675

Hafren Terrace and
adjacent A470

0

22,500

2016

679

Land adjacent to
Chapel Farm

95

26,460

2021

1,031

Chapel Farm, Gorn
Road

127

0

2016
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Reference

Name

Maximum number of
dwellings

Non residential floor
area [m2]

Estimated build out
year

1,035

Chapel Farm, Gorn
Road

212

0

2016

1,096

Chapel Farm, Gorn
Road

25

0

2016

Total

-

519

75,776

-

2.3

Welshpool

Heat Opportunity Plan
The Heat Opportunity Plan for Welshpool is given overleaf.

General Overview
Welshpool is located in northeast Powys and has a number of candidate urban infill development sites and urban extensions to
the north, including a proposed [B1 / B8] site in north east Welshpool. In the centre, there is an existing hospital; high school and
leisure centre to the north, and a cluster of social housing in the west. There is a Community Energy Saving Programme [CESP]
area in the south, along with a candidate residential development site [site 525].
The potential sites indicated for this study are generally in the north of the town, and are predominately residential. Only a small
mixed use development [site 929] near the High School and the proposed industrial site [B1/B8, site 513] are included within the
preferred areas for district heating assessment.
The cluster of potential anchor heat loads and potential new residential development close to the leisure centre appear to be the
most suitable energy centre location [Welshpool Option 1], with a possible extension to the Hospital and serving the existing
housing in between which has 24% social housing [see Welshpool Option 2].
There could also be further extension to the new housing on the northwest edge of town. These residential developments could
potentially be required to connect to any district heating network [DHN] as part of the planning requirements, if a network is
established further to the east.

The map is reproduced from Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty's Stationary Office Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes
Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings.
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SWOT Analysis
The table below give an overview of existing and potential buildings at Welshpool including any phasing and timing issues. In
addition, details of the key opportunities and constraints within the site that could have an impact on the technical or commercial
viability or the practical delivery of a network are summarised, as well as the potential for future expansion of a heat network.

SWOT Analysis
Existing buildings

Potential Buildings

Phasing /timing issues

Key potential anchor heat loads:

Key sites:



Welshpool High School,



Site 518: up to 50 homes

Potential phasing issues with proposed
candidate sites if they do not progress to
the LDP.



Welshpool Flash Leisure Centre



Site 529: up to 172 homes



Welshpool Community Hospital



Site 929: up to 109 homes

Other non-residential buildings:



Site 524: up to 40 homes



Welshpool Neuadd Maldwyn



Site 527: up to 103 homes



Ysgol Maesydre School



Ardwyn Nursery & Infants School
Welshpool



Welshpool Library



Welshpool Powysland Museum

Site opportunities
Extend to further new housing developments.
Extend into centre, via social housing and Hospital. Majority of the social housing is run by Mid Wales Housing with some Powys
County Council [PCC] stock. This shows a good potential for coordination of connections to a heat network.
Existing housing in output area 00NNTG0008 has 12% of homes "off-gas", and nearby site 00NNTG0009 to the south has 84%
homes "off-gas"
At the stakeholder workshop, it was confirmed that there is a proposal for a biomass CHP facility at Potters Recycling, just east of
the railway station. This could be a heat source for a wider DHN. The biomass CHP project is being supported by Carbon Trust
Wales.
Welshpool High School currently runs on oil boilers and therefore district heating could provide a good opportunity to reduce
carbon emissions as it would provide a lower carbon source of heating.
Site constraints
Canal to the south east of the site. The feasibility of crossing the canal to reach all of Site 929 would need to be reviewed.
At the stakeholder workshop, it was confirmed that the dwelling numbers in the plan candidate sites are likely to be lower than
stated in the candidate sites, and that the proposed candidate sites 514 and 529 are located on playing fields and as such are
unlikely to progress to the LDP.
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SWOT Analysis
Next steps
Liaise with Potters Recycling to discuss options for supplying heat to a wider DHN.
Liaise with developers of site 518 and 929 to ascertain interest in central energy strategy.

List of key existing buildings
The table below provides a summary of key existing buildings at Welshpool.
Name

Annual Heat Demand [MWh]

Source

Welshpool Community Hospital

805

Wales NHS

Welshpool High School

1,171

Powys County Council

Welshpool Flash Leisure Centre [North]

1,872

Powys County Council

Welshpool Neuadd Maldwyn

269

Powys County Council

Ysgol Maesydre School

227

Powys County Council

Ardwyn Nursery & Infants School
Welshpool

116

Powys County Council

Welshpool Library

61

Powys County Council

Welshpool Powysland Museum

66

Powys County Council

Total

4,586
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List of potential buildings
The table below provides a summary of proposed buildings and estimated year of build out at Newtown.
Reference

Name

Maximum number of
dwellings

Non residential floor
area [m2]

Estimated build out
year

513

Buttington Cross
Industrial Estate

0

4,945

2012

518

Land at Gallowtree
Bank

50

0

2012

519

Red Bank

76

0

2012

523

Land Red Bank

100

0

2016

524

Land at Gungrog Hill

40

0

2012

525

Berriew Road

88

0

2012

526

Land at Gungrog Hill
[SE]

94

0

2021

527

Land at Gungrog Hill
[near Hall]

103

0

2021

528

Land at Red Bank
[South]

67

0

2021

529

Land at Gungrog Hill
[NW]

172

0

2021

583

Site adjacent Brynfa
House,

18

0

2012

917

Ardwyn Nursery and
Infant School,

9

4,705

2021

929

Welshpool High
School,

109

21,722

2016

1,063

Land off Red Bank,
[East]

260

0

2012

1,164

Land off Red Bank,
[West]

261

0

2016

Total

-

1,447

31,372

-
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2.4

Newtown

Heat Opportunity Plan
The Heat Opportunity Plan for Newtown is given overleaf.

General Overview
The Newtown residential and mixed use candidate sites considered for this analysis are urban extensions to the south.
Key potential anchor heat loads are Newtown High School, Powys College and Newtown Leisure Centre all south of the railway
line. There is the potential for extension of a network north of the railway line to connect to Council offices, the Hospital and a
potential Sewage Gas site, however this is a relatively long distance.
As the potential new developments are located in the same area, both south of the river, and approx 2.5 miles from the Hospital,
the modelling assumes that the heat network extent would be restricted to south of the railway line. These options would serve
the Powys College, Newtown High School and Leisure Centre, as well as smaller schools, Maesyrhandir C P School and Ysgol
Cedewain Newtown.

The map is reproduced from Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty's Stationary Office Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes
Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings.
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SWOT Analysis
The table below give an overview of existing and potential buildings at Newtown including any phasing and timing issues. In
addition, details of the key opportunities and constraints within the site that could have an impact on the technical or commercial
viability or the practical delivery of a network are summarised, as well as the potential for future expansion of a heat network.

SWOT Analysis
Existing buildings

Potential Buildings

Phasing /timing issues

Key potential anchor heat loads:

Key sites:



Newtown Leisure Centre



Site 591: up to 95 homes

Coordination required with the timing
with expansion works at High School.



Hospital



Site 586: up to 30 homes



Newtown High School



Powys College

Other non-residential public buildings:


Montgomery County Infirmary



Maesyrhandir C P School



Ysgol Cedewain Newtown



Newtown Area Library



Newtown Robert Owen House



Hafren Junior School Newtown



Newtown Ladywell Green Nursery &
Infants School



Newtown The Park Council Offices



Newtown Old College Offices



Treowen C P School Newtown



Penygloddfa C P School Newtown

Site opportunities
At the stakeholder workshop, it was confirmed that the High School is likely to be expanded to include a Welsh Medium School
[large primary school] which would increase the heat demand and provide an opportunity for any infrastructure works.
Industrial estates located between development site 591 and High School which could have high heat demand. At the
stakeholder workshop, it was confirmed that Mochdre Industrial Estate is one of the largest employment centres in Powys.
However, there are currently no significant heat demand/users.
The social housing cluster nearby at Garth Owen is either run by Mid Wales Housing or PCC and could provide further heat
sales.
A heat network could extend north into the town centre in the future.
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SWOT Analysis
Site constraints
Railway and river constraints.
At the stakeholder workshop, it was confirmed that the proposed level of new homes in the two candidate sites [591, 586] may be
reduced by a proposal for a new bypass which could pass across the sites.
Next steps
Confirm the heat demand of Powys College as this is currently based on estimates rather than actual gas consumption.

List of key existing buildings
The table below provides a summary of key existing buildings at Newtown.
Name

Annual Heat Demand [MWh]

Source

Montgomery County Infirmary

887

Wales NHS

Newtown Maldwyn Leisure Centre
[North]

1,291

Powys County Council

Maesyrhandir C P School

198

Powys County Council

Ysgol Cedewain Newtown

215

Powys County Council

Newtown High School

1,173

Powys County Council

Newtown Area Library

171

Powys County Council

Newtown Robert Owen House

113

Powys County Council

Hafren Junior School Newtown

183

Powys County Council

Newtown Ladywell Green Nursery &
Infants School

146

Powys County Council

Newtown The Park Council Offices

103

Powys County Council

Newtown Old College Offices

111

Powys County Council
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Name

Annual Heat Demand [MWh]

Source

Treowen C P School Newtown

115

Powys County Council

Penygloddfa C P School Newtown

193

Powys County Council

Powys College

671

Estimated

Total

5,568

List of proposed buildings
The table below provides a summary of proposed buildings and estimated year of build out at Newtown.
Reference

Name

Maximum number of
dwellings

Non residential floor
area [m2]

Estimated build out
year

586

Site adjacent Castell Y
Dail. Heol Mochdre.

30

1,520

2012

591

Site adjacent Fronlas
Farm, Mochdre Lane,

95

0

2016

Total

-

125

1,520

-

Viability Appraisal
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3

Viability Appraisal

3.1

Overview

This section provides an analysis of the potential costs and benefits of the proposed district heating options described in section
2. It concentrates mainly on looking at the financial performance of the seven options.

3.2

Technology options

Two technologies have been modelled to show the comparison between using gas engine CHP and Biomass heat-only. This is
to show the different benefits of the two technologies such as RHI incentives for biomass fuel, revenue from electricity sales with
CHP, and lower carbon emissions factor for use of biomass.

3.3

Measuring financial performance

For the financial analysis, two key measures of financial performance have been presented, for the various options, namely:
Net Present Value [NPV] for two discount factors, 6% and 12%. The former equates to a typical value used for public sector, or
public/private projects, such as Private Financial Initiative [PFI], whilst the latter equates to a typical rate of return that would be
sought by commercial organisations. These two values give an indication of whether scheme options could be delivered on a
purely commercial basis or whether there would need to be public sector involvement, with potential access to lower cost sources
of finance. The NPV is a useful indicator as it shows, for any given discount factor and length of contract, how much gap funding
may be required [if any] in order to make a project viable.
Internal Rate of Return [IRR]. The actual rate of return achieved is also shown, as this provides a quick way of assessing whether
a scheme is likely to exceed either the 6% or the 12% rate of return thresholds discussed above.
For the NPV and IRR calculations, two project lifetimes, of 15 and 30 years, have been considered, given that the heat network
and the energy centre are long term investments: in the case of the network, this may have a lifetime in excess of 30 years. This
is done as it is important to understand not only the values of the NPV and IRR but also the time period over which they are
calculated. A public sector entity generally can take a longer term view of returns, whereas commercial organisations may not be
interested in a project with a 12% rate of return, if that is over 30 years, rather than 15.
However, it is important to note that for options with significant levels of new housing development, there is the potential for
developer contributions towards the cost of the network, as it will help them meet their future mandatory requirements for zero
carbon new homes 1 . These developer contributions could provide the level of gap funding needed to make the district heating
network viable. Therefore, the commercial viability of a heating network for new development areas needs to be viewed as a
combination of the NPV and IRR analysis described above, and the potential developer contributions.
It must be stressed that this contribution would not necessarily increase the developer’s build costs, as it is a cost they would
have to bear anyway through whatever option they choose to meet zero carbon. This is explained in more detail below.

1

This is also true to a certain extent for non-residential buildings, although this is harder to quantify as the definition of zero
carbon for non-dwellings is currently less well defined, and there is also a very wide variety of different building types
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3.4

Cash flow analysis

The cash flow analysis graph shown at the end of each capital expenditure [CAPEX] and cash flow section confirms the revenue
and costs over a period of time. For example, the cash flow analysis will show where there are sudden outgoing costs, and this
could indicate additional pipe may have been added to connect to a new development, or additional plant added to the energy
centre.
The steady increase of a cumulative cash flow graph shows the rate of net revenue each year taking into account operating
costs. Therefore, if the cumulative cash flow has a steep incline, then the incoming revenue from sales or incentives is
significantly greater than the operating costs. However, if there is shallow incline, than the incoming revenue will be closer in
value to the outgoing costs. If there is no increase, then the net revenue is zero.
The year that the cumulative cash flow crosses the zero x-axis, indicates the year at which the project would breakeven.
The figures are undiscounted, which means that the future costs have not been discounted and are fixed at today’s prices.

3.5

Potential developer contributions

From 2016, it is anticipated that all new housing will need to be “zero carbon”. The current guidance is that in addition to meeting
a base level of energy efficiency, this will consist of providing a certain level of carbon reduction on-site through on-site low
carbon energy generation, which is referred to as “Carbon Compliance”. The most recent work on this was published by the Zero
Carbon Hub, in February 2011 2 . This work modelled the costs of meeting the Carbon Compliance element using photovoltaic
panels [PV] and gas boilers for each dwelling. PV was used as a benchmark for the costs of meeting the Carbon Compliance
target, as it can be readily applied to most dwellings, and with the recent fall in cost of PV panels over the last few years, is now
one of the most cost-effective on-site generation technologies.
The study also calculated the contribution that district heating technologies could make to achieving Carbon Compliance, using
either gas [engine] CHP or biomass heating, and the amount of PV that may still be required in each case to achieve compliance.
Using this information, it is possible to deduce the potential capital cost savings that could arise from using district heating as a
result of needing less, or no PV.
This estimated cost saving provides a value for the potential capital contribution that a developer could make towards connection
to a district heating network. This assumes that a developer would not see any increase in their build costs beyond what they
would incur through the use of the most cost-effective alternative solution [to district heating] to meeting the zero carbon
requirement, which is assumed to be PV.
For each technology option an estimate of avoided cost is presented for each house type. The costs are based on the estimated
price of the PV element in 2016, allowing for expected learning rates, but with no inflation added in. The cost of Carbon
Compliance for PV is the cost of the PV element only, and does not include the cost of the gas boiler. The avoided costs and
potential developer contribution are presented for each option within this report.
However, at the time of writing, it is important to note that there is significant uncertainty about the potential costs to developers
of achieving Carbon Compliance, and hence the level of potential developer contributions described above. This is because the
Government has yet to finalise the level of the Carbon Compliance target, and there is also uncertainty around the future costs of
PV. If the Government decides to relax the Carbon Compliance target, or if PV costs fall faster than anticipated, then the potential
developer contribution could reduce.

2

“Carbon Compliance, setting an appropriate limit for zero carbon new homes, findings and recommendations”, February, 2011
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It is possible that developers could also see significant avoided costs for new non-domestic buildings from connecting to a DHN,
particularly for mixed use developments, where the cost of the infrastructure could be shared with new housing. However, this
could only be quantified as part of a more detailed assessment for individual sites.

3.6

Allowable Solutions

Once a developer has met the Carbon Compliance requirement on-site, the current definition of zero carbon requires that they
deal with the remaining carbon emissions through so-called Allowable Solutions. The most recent Government impact
assessment for the Zero Carbon Homes policy has estimated that the cost of Allowable Solutions would be £49 per tonne of CO2
per annum, totalled over 30 years. This figure is in present value terms, and assumes, in effect, that this is the cost that the
developer would pay upfront on completion of each new dwelling.
One of the potential Allowable Solutions, at the time of writing, could be to fund the connection of district heating networks to
reduce the carbon emissions of existing buildings. This could potentially assist with the overall viability of a district heating
scheme, and thereby help reduce the cost to a developer of connecting the new homes, as explained above. However, this
solution may require a local authority to have a policy mechanism in place to require payments into a local fund, rather than a
developer paying into a national fund.
It is possible to estimate the approximate level of Allowable Solutions which may be raised in Powys through future development,
based on the most recent estimates of the costs of Allowable Solutions from the Zero Carbon Hub. For each option, an estimate
of the value of allowable solution fund is presented.
It should be noted, that as with the Carbon Compliance costs described above, at the time of writing there was significant
uncertainty about the potential costs to developers of meeting Allowable Solutions. The Government has yet to confirm what the
cost of Allowable Solutions will be, which solutions will be eligible and whether local authorities will be able to require payments
into a local fund, or whether all payments will be made via a national scheme.

3.7

Key assumptions for assessment of costs and revenues

The cost assessments presented in this report are approximate only, and are based on budget prices from suppliers as well as
typical industry benchmarks. The heat network costings have been based only on a desktop assessment of potential pipe routes,
and make no allowance for actual ground conditions, buried services or other constraints. A Quantity Surveyor has not been
involved in the preparation of these costings and therefore they should not be relied upon for detailed project costing.
Other key assumptions are as follows:


All capital costs are shown in 2012 prices, with no allowance for inflation, or technology learning rates that may reduce
capital costs in the future.



All ongoing revenues and costs are shown in 2010 prices, with no allowance for inflation or real price increases over time.



All revenues are pre-tax.



All capital costs include an allowance of 10% for professional fees and a contingency of 15% for heat network costs and
10% for energy centres and plant.



The heat network can meet 80% of the annual heat demand on the network. The other 20% is assumed to be met by back
up gas boilers at the energy centre, due either to plant downtime [about 10% of the year], or because peak heat demand
exceeds the peak heat output from the plant.
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For existing developments, the costing of the heat network includes the primary backbone and the secondary network to run
along streets to serve buildings. However, it does not allow for the cost of heat exchangers or meters, the costs of final
connections, or the costs of any internal pipework to buildings.



For Council properties, no account of CRC savings have been included in the cash flow analysis as these savings would not
typically be seen by the network operator.



The cash flow model allows for the fact that future, and some existing, developments will be connected in different points in
the future and not in year 1.



All other cost and technology assumptions used in these calculations are included in Appendix A.
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4

Llanidloes – Option 1

4.1

General overview

Llanidloes Option 1 focuses on the potential new development sites only and the model includes and assumes the following:


Site 104: 7,200 m2 non-residential development



Site 332: up to 60 homes



Site 633: 5,100 m2 non-residential development



Site 679: up to 95 homes, and 26,500 m2 non-residential development



Site 1031: up to 127 homes



Site 1035: up to 212 homes



Site 1096: up to 25 homes

Therefore, overall the model assumes that a total of 519 homes, and 39,619m2 non-residential development would be
connected. However, the relatively steep topography of the sites may make this figure difficult to achieve in practice.
The model assumes different build dates for the development sites as follows:


Short term [approx 2012] sites: 104, 332, 633 [60 homes]



Midterm [approx 2016] sites: 1031, 1035, 1096 [364 homes]



Long term [approx 2021] site: 679 [95 homes]

Therefore a total of 459 homes will be built after 2016, therefore requiring to meet the Zero Carbon Homes policy.

Key assumptions:
As there is no obvious large electricity user on-site, the model assumes that all of the electricity generation from any gas engine
CHP is exported to the grid.
The location of the energy centre is assumed to be within plot 1031 as this is central to the rest of the network.
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4.2

CAPEX and Cashflow

Technical assessment
Annual heating & hot water demand

7,298 MWh [at full build out]

Total backbone trench length

475 m

District heating CAPEX

£1.3 m

Peak load at the energy centre at full build out [thermal]

5.3 MW

Financial assessment
CHP option financial viability

Biomass option financial viability

CHP system size

1.4MW x 1

System size [thermal output]

0.7MW x 2

Install years

2017

Install years

2015 & 2020

Energy centre capital cost

£1.7 m

Energy centre capital cost

£1.97 m

Year 1 net revenue

-£0. 0m

Year 1 net revenue

-£0.0 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.19 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.04 m

Without developer contribution

Without developer contribution

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.19 m

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.81 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.03 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.44 m

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£1.66 m

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.72 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£1.87 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.41 m

30 yr IRR

No return achieved.

30 yr IRR

No return achieved.
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Cash flow analysis

£2 M

Cumulative Cashflow (undiscounted)
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4.3

Biomass Heat Only

Potential developer contributions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the avoided costs to the developer for installing DHN, compared with PV, in order to meet
the Carbon Compliance element of the zero carbon homes policy.
For Llanidloes, Option 1, we have assumed the following breakdown of house types to be built post 2016, based on information
provided by the Council and assumed build out dates:
Flats:

37

Semi detached:

184

Terraced properties:

193

Detached properties:

46

Total:

459

The following table shows the potential cost saving per dwelling to the developer from connecting to a district heating system
contributions and avoiding the costs of installing PV to meet Carbon Compliance. More PV would be avoided if a biomass option
is chosen rather than a gas CHP option, because biomass has a lower carbon emissions rate than gas and would be able to
save more carbon. The figures below are shown in assumed 2016 costs. The detailed calculation for how these costs were
derived is provided in Appendix C.
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Total potential avoided photovoltaic cost from district heating solution [per dwelling]
Gas engine CHP option

Biomass option

Flat

£1,332

Flat

£1,332

Semi

£726

Semi

£3,004

Terrace

£1,637

Terrace

£3,444

Detached

£1,134

Detached

£4,033

The following table shows how this relates to the Llanidloes Option1 in terms of potential contributions from developers
connecting to any DHN, based on the assumed levels of total housing development post 2016.
Total potential developer contributions [2016 costs] 3
Gas engine CHP option

Biomass option

Flat

£48,911

Flat

£48,911

Semi

£133,257

Semi

£551,534

Terrace

£315,504

Terrace

£663,934

Detached

£52,060

Detached

£185,115

Total

£549,731

Total

£1,449,494

This shows that for both technology options, the potential cost which is offset by not needing to install as much PV to meet the
Carbon Compliance element of the zero carbon homes policy would not be able to bridge the gap in funding required to deliver a
reasonable rate of return for the schemes.
This option is for new developments only therefore the developers would be the only stakeholders involved in the DHN and could
be easier to co-ordinate. However, as noted in the SWOT analysis, the build out times for these developments are unlikely to
support a DHN scheme and co-ordination between the different developers is likely to be difficult.

3

These costs are undiscounted. They also make no allowance for how the costs of Photovoltaics systems may fall after 2016,
and therefore may be an overestimate for those development sites to be built out in the longer term.
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4.4

Allowable Solutions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the value of an Allowable Solutions fund which could potentially be generated by the new
homes, in order to meet the Allowable Solutions element of the zero carbon homes policy. This figure is calculated by totalling
the total residual carbon emissions to be saved for each dwelling built after 2016, totalled over 30 years for that dwelling.
No. of new homes [post
2016]

Total value of AS @
£49/tonne carbon over 30
years per dwelling

Potential value of Allowable
Solutions [@£49/tonne]

Flat

37

£1,122

£41,186

Semi

184

£1,229

£225,630

Terrace

193

£1,229

£236,911

Detached

46

£1,735

£79,618

Total

459

-

£583,345

For Llanidloes, Option 1, there would be no existing buildings connected to the DHN therefore this Allowable Solutions fund could
not be used to fund the network, and would not help with the level of financial performance shown for this option. However, this
indicates the value of Allowable Solutions that could be available to fund other projects within Powys to reduce carbon emissions
from energy use in existing buildings.
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Llanidloes – Option 2

5.1

General overview

Llanidloes Option 2 connects the potential new development, as in Option1, and extends into the town centre to serve the
existing housing in Output Area [00NNSA0008] which has a heat density of 2.6MW/km2 and 44% social housing. This accounts
for an additional 118 existing dwellings added to the network from day one.

Key assumptions:
As there is no obvious large electricity user on-site, the model assumes that all of the electricity generation from any gas engine
CHP is exported to the grid.
The location of the energy centre is assumed to be within plot 1031 as this is central to the rest of the network.

5.2

CAPEX and Cash flow

Technical assessment
Annual heating & hot water demand

8,210 MWh [at full build out]

Total backbone trench length

669 meters

District heating CAPEX

£1.96 million

Peak load at the energy centre at full build out [thermal]

5.7 MW

Financial assessment
CHP option financial viability

Biomass option financial viability

CHP system size

1.6 MW x 1

System size [thermal output]

0.8 MW x 2

Install years

2017

Install years

2015 & 2020

Energy centre capital cost

£1.93 million

Energy centre capital cost

£2.24 million

Year 1 net revenue

£0.06 million

Year 1 net revenue

£0.06 million

Year 30 net revenue

£0.22 million

Year 30 net revenue

£0.06 million

Without developer contribution

Without developer contribution

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.8 million

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£3.49 million

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.59 million

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£3.05 million

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.19 million

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£3.38 million

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.41 million

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£3.02 million

30 yr IRR

No return achieved.

30 yr IRR

No return achieved.
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Cash flow analysis

£2 M

Cumulative Cashflow (undiscounted)
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5.3

Biomass Heat Only

Potential developer contributions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the avoided costs to the developer for installing DHN, compared with PV, in order to meet
the Carbon Compliance element of the zero carbon homes policy.
For Llanidloes, Option 1, we have assumed the following breakdown of house types to be built post 2016, based on information
provided by the Council and assumed build out dates:
Flats:

37

Semi detached:

184

Terraced properties:

193

Detached properties:

46

Total:

459

The following table shows the potential cost saving per dwelling to the developer from connecting to a district heating system
contributions and avoiding the costs of installing PV to meet Carbon Compliance. More PV would be avoided if a biomass option
is chosen rather than a gas CHP option, because biomass has a lower carbon emissions rate than gas and would be able to
save more carbon. The figures below are shown in assumed 2016 costs. The detailed calculation for how these costs were
derived is provided in Appendix C.
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Total potential avoided photovoltaic cost from district heating solution [per dwelling]
Gas engine CHP option

Biomass option

Flat

£1,332

Flat

£1,332

Semi

£726

Semi

£3,004

Terrace

£1,637

Terrace

£3,444

Detached

£1,134

Detached

£4,033

The following table shows how this relates to the Llanidloes Option 2 in terms of potential contributions from developers
connecting to any DHN, based on the assumed levels of total housing development post 2016.
Total potential developer contributions [2016 costs] 4
Gas engine CHP option

Biomass option

Flat

£48,911

Flat

£48,911

Semi

£133,257

Semi

£551,534

Terrace

£315,504

Terrace

£663,934

Detached

£52,060

Detached

£185,115

Total

£549,731

Total

£1,449,494

As there is the same number of new homes for Option 2 as for Option 1, the potential developer avoided costs are the same,
however the proportion of the gap funding required is smaller because this option serves nearby existing homes as well.

5.4

Allowable Solutions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the value of an Allowable Solutions fund which could potentially be generated by the new
homes, in order to meet the Allowable Solution element of the zero carbon homes policy. This figure is calculated by totalling the
total residual carbon emissions to be saved for each dwelling built after 2016, totalled over 30 years for that dwelling.

4

These costs are undiscounted. They also make no allowance for how the costs of Photovoltaics systems may fall after 2016,
and therefore may be an overestimate for those development sites to be built out in the longer term.
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Welshpool – Option 1

6.1

General overview

Welshpool Option 1 connects the key potential anchor heat loads, High School and Leisure Centre, with the candidate
development sites in the north of the town. The proposed candidate sites included in the model are as follows:


Site 518: 50 homes



Site 929: 108 homes, and 21,600m2 of non residential development, B1c/B2/B8 use classes



Site 526: 94 homes

Therefore, overall the model assumes that a total of 253 new homes, and the two existing non-residential buildings, would be
connected. The model assumes different build dates for the development sites as follows:


Short term [approx 2012] sites: 518 [50 homes]



Midterm [approx 2016] sites: 929 [108 homes]



Long term [approx 2021] sites: 526 [94 homes]

Therefore a total of 202 homes will be built after 2016, therefore requiring to meet the Zero Carbon Homes policy.

Key assumptions:
It is assumed that the energy centre would be located close to either the school or leisure centre, and therefore, the model
assumes that 25% of the electricity generation from any gas engine CHP [at full build out] would be used on site, and therefore
receive a higher price and the remainder would exported to the grid. This figure is based on an estimate of the total annual
electricity demand for the two buildings, based on their floor area.
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6.2

CAPEX and Cashflow

Technical assessment
Annual heating & hot water demand

8,178 MWh [at full build out]

Total backbone trench length

389 m

District heating CAPEX

£701,678

Peak load at the energy centre at full build out [thermal]

3.8 MW

Financial assessment
CHP option financial viability

Biomass option financial viability

CHP system size

1.6MW x 1

System size [thermal output]

0.8MW x 2

Install years

2012

Install years

2012 & 2015

Energy centre capital cost

£1.65 m

Energy centre capital cost

£1.96 m

Year 1 Net Revenue

£0.1 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.02 m

Year 30 Net Revenue

£0.23 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.01 m

Without developer contribution

Without developer contribution

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£0.94 m

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.36 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£1.29 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.23 m

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£0.37 m

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.56 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£1.15 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.32 m

30 yr IRR

4.5%

30 yr IRR

No return achieved.
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Cash flow analysis

£4 M

Cumulative Cashflow (undiscounted)
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Biomass Heat Only

Potential developer contributions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the avoided costs to the developer for installing DHN, compared with PV, in order to meet
the Carbon Compliance element of the zero carbon homes policy.
For Welshpool, Option 1, we have assumed the following breakdown of house types to be built post 2016, based on information
provided by the Council and assumed build out dates:
Flats:

16

Semi detached:

81

Terraced properties:

85

Detached properties:

20

Total:

202

In practice, the actual numbers of new dwellings suggested for the candidate sites may be less, which would reduce the level of
potential developer contributions.
The following table shows the potential cost saving per dwelling to the developer from connecting to a district heating system
contributions and avoiding the costs of installing PV to meet Carbon Compliance. More PV would be avoided if a biomass option
is chosen rather than a gas CHP option, because biomass has a lower carbon emissions rate than gas and would be able to
save more carbon. The figures below are shown in assumed 2016 costs.
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Total potential avoided photovoltaic cost from district heating solution [per dwelling]
Gas engine CHP option

Biomass option

Flat

£1,332

Flat

£1,332

Semi

£726

Semi

£3,004

Terrace

£1,637

Terrace

£3,444

Detached

£1,134

Detached

£4,033

The following table shows how this relates to the Welshpool Option 2 in terms of potential contributions from the developers
connecting to any DHN, based on the assumed levels of total housing development post 2016.
Total potential developer contributions [2016 costs] 5
Gas engine CHP option

Biomass option

Flat

£21,525

Flat

£21,525

Semi

£58,645

Semi

£242,723

Terrace

£138,849

Terrace

£292,189

Detached

£22,911

Detached

£81,467

Total

£241,930

Total

£637,904

This analysis shows that a greater potential developer contribution could be achieved with a biomass heat only scheme
compared to gas engine CHP because the biomass option saves more carbon. However, the biomass heat only scheme did not
achieve an IRR in the financial analysis without developer contributions compared with the 4.5% 30 year IRR achieved for gas
engine CHP.

5

These costs are undiscounted. They also make no allowance for how the costs of Photovoltaics systems may fall after 2016,
and therefore may be an overestimate for those development sites to be built out in the longer term.
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6.4

Allowable Solutions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the value of Allowable Solutions fund which could potentially be generated by the new
homes, in order to meet the Allowable Solution element of the zero carbon homes policy. This figure is calculated by summing
the total residual carbon emissions to be saved for each dwelling built after 2016, over 30 years for that dwelling.
No. of new homes [post
2016]

Total value of AS @
£49/tonne carbon over 30
years per dwelling

Potential value of Allowable
Solutions [@£49/tonne]

Flat

16

£1,122

£18,125

Semi

81

£1,229

£99,297

Terrace

85

£1,229

£104,262

Detached

20

£1,735

£35,039

Total

202

-

£256,722

For Welshpool, Option 1, this Allowable Solution fund could potentially be used to fund the network serving the high school and
leisure centre. In practice, however, it may take many years to collect this amount of Allowable Solution if the sites are only
developed slowly, and therefore only a smaller proportion of this may be available at the time required to fund the installation of
the network to the school and leisure centre.
As confirmed at the stakeholder workshop, the high school currently uses oil boilers, which have higher carbon intensity than gas
boilers. Therefore, comparatively high carbon savings could be achieved by connecting the high school to the DHN and so the
potential Allowable Solution fund could be able to deliver a high concentration of carbon savings by funding the DHN to this
anchor heat load.
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Welshpool – Option 2

7.1

General overview

Welshpool Option 2 connects the key anchor heat loads, High School and Leisure Centre, with the candidate new development
sites in the north of the town and extends to the hospital and existing housing in between, which accounts for an additional 286
dwellings. The potential development sites included in the model in addition to Option 1 are as follows:
•

Site 524: 40 new homes

•

Site 527: 103 homes

Therefore, overall the model assumes that a total of 395 new homes, 286 existing homes, and the three existing non-residential
buildings, would be connected.
The model assumes different build dates for the two housing development sites as follows:
•

Short term [approx 2012] sites: 518 and 524 [90 homes]

•

Midterm [approx 2016] sites: 929 [108 homes]

•

Long term [approx 2021] sites: 526 and 527 [197 homes]

Therefore a total of 305 homes will be built after 2016, therefore requiring to meet the Zero Carbon Homes policy.

Key assumptions
It is assumed that the energy centre would be located close to either the school or leisure centre, and therefore, the model
assumes that 15% of the electricity generation from any gas engine CHP [at full build out] would be used on site, and therefore
receive a higher price and the remainder would exported to the grid. This figure is based on an estimate of the total annual
electricity demand for the two buildings, based on their floor area.
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7.2

CAPEX and Cash flow

Technical assessment
Annual heating & hot water demand

12,861 MWh [at full build out]

Total backbone trench length

1,273 m

District heating CAPEX

£2,740,000

Peak load at the energy centre at full build out [thermal]

6.4 MW

Financial assessment
CHP option financial viability

Biomass option financial viability

CHP system size

1.2MW x 2

System size [thermal output]

1.2MW x 2

Install years

2012 & 2015

Install years

2012 & 2015

Energy centre capital cost

£2.73 m

Energy centre capital cost

£3.21 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.19 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.1 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.38 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.07 m

Without developer contribution

Without developer contribution

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.99 m

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£4.93 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£3.13 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£4.54 m

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.06 m

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£5.12 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.89 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£4.64 m

30 yr IRR

1.6%

30 yr IRR

No return achieved.
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Cash flow analysis

£2 M

Cumulative Cashflow (undiscounted)
£0 M
‐£2 M
‐£4 M
‐£6 M
‐£8 M
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Year
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7.3

Biomass Heat Only

Potential developer contributions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the avoided costs to the developer for installing DHN, compared with PV, in order to meet
the Carbon Compliance element of the zero carbon homes [ZCH] policy.
For Welshpool, Option 2, we have assumed the following breakdown of house types, based on information provided by the
Council and assumed build out dates:
Flats:

24

Semi detached:

122

Terraced properties:

128

Detached properties:

31

Total:

305

The following table shows the potential cost saving per dwelling to the developer from connecting to a district heating system
contributions and avoiding the costs of installing PV to meet Carbon Compliance. More PV would be avoided if a biomass option
is chosen rather than a gas CHP option, because biomass has a lower carbon emissions rate than gas and would be able to
save more carbon. The figures below are shown in assumed 2016 costs.
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Total potential avoided photovoltaic cost from district heating solution [per dwelling]
Gas engine CHP option

Biomass option

Flat

£1,332

Flat

£1,332

Semi

£726

Semi

£3,004

Terrace

£1,637

Terrace

£3,444

Detached

£1,134

Detached

£4,033

The following table shows how this relates to the Welshpool Option 2 in terms of potential contributions from developers
connecting to any DHN, based on the assumed levels of total housing development post 2016.
Total potential developer contributions [2016 costs] 6
Gas engine CHP option

Biomass option

Flat

£32,501

Flat

£32,501

Semi

£88,548

Semi

£366,488

Terrace

£209,648

Terrace

£441,176

Detached

£34,593

Detached

£123,007

Total

£365,290

Total

£963,172

This shows that although the potential avoided costs could be significant for Welshpool option 2, the savings are a relatively
small proportion of the funding gap hence significant additional funding would be required.

6

These costs are undiscounted. They also make no allowance for how the costs of Photovoltaics systems may fall after 2016,
and therefore may be an overestimate for those development sites to be built out in the longer term.
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7.4

Allowable Solutions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the value of Allowable Solutions fund which could potentially be generated by the new
homes, in order to meet the Allowable Solution element of the zero carbon homes policy. This figure is calculated by summing
the total residual carbon emissions to be saved for each dwelling built after 2016, over 30 years for that dwelling.
No. of new homes [post
2016]

Total value of AS @
£49/tonne carbon over 30
years per dwelling

Potential value of Allowable
Solutions [@£49/tonne]

Flat

24

£1,122

£27,367

Semi

122

£1,229

£149,928

Terrace

128

£1,229

£157,425

Detached

31

£1,735

£52,905

Total

305

-

£387,625

For Welshpool, Option 2, there are more existing buildings and homes being served by the network than in Option 1 hence there
are more savings in existing buildings to be achieved that could be used for an Allowable Solutions fund. The potential value of
the fund for Welshpool Option 2 could make a significant difference to the viability of the DHN scheme.
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Newtown – Option 1

8.1

General overview

This option connects the key potential anchor heat loads, Newtown High School and Leisure Centre, along with two primary
schools, Maesyrhandir C P School and Ysgol Cedewain Newtown. There are no new development sites included with this option.

Key assumptions
It is assumed that the energy centre would be located close to either the high school or leisure centre, and therefore, the model
assumes that 20% of the electricity generation from any gas engine CHP [at full build out] would be used on site, and therefore
receive a higher price and the remainder would exported to the grid. This is figure is based on an estimate of the total annual
electricity demand for the two buildings, based on their floor area.

8.2

CAPEX and Cash flow

Technical assessment
Annual heating & hot water demand

3,595 MWh [at full build out]

Total backbone trench length

805 m

District heating CAPEX

£400,000

Peak load at the energy centre at full build out [thermal]

1.7 MW

Financial assessment
CHP option financial viability

Biomass option financial viability

CHP system size

0.7MW x 1

System size [thermal output]

0.3MW x 2

Install years

2012

Install years

2012 & 2012

Energy centre capital cost

£0.59 m

Energy centre capital cost

£0.78 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.06 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.04 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.06 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.00 m

Without developer contribution

Without developer contribution

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£0.51 m

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£0.63 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£0.64 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£0.72 m

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£0.41 m

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£0.65 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£0.63 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£0.73 m

30 yr IRR

1.7%

30 yr IRR

No return achieved.
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Cash flow analysis

£2 M

Cumulative Cashflow (undiscounted)
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8.3

Biomass Heat Only

Potential developer contributions

For Newtown, Option 1, there are no new developments hence no avoided costs to be calculated.

8.4

Allowable Solutions

For Newtown, Option 1, there are no new developments hence no Allowable Solutions costs to be calculated.
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Newtown – Option 2

9.1

General overview

This option connects key potential anchor heat loads, Newtown High School and Leisure Centre, along with two schools,
Maesyrhandir C P School and Ysgol Cedewain Newtown as in Option1. Option 2 extends this to Powys College and existing
housing en route, which accounts for an additional 258 dwellings, with 70% social housing.
For this option, it is assumed that all the properties are connected within a short timescale and therefore are all included from
year 1, apart from the proportion of existing homes which are owner occupiers and these are connected progressively year by
year.

Key assumptions
It is assumed that the energy centre would be located close to either the high school or leisure centre, and therefore, the model
assumes that 8% of the electricity generation from any gas engine CHP [at full build out] would be used on site, and therefore
receive a higher price and the remainder would exported to the grid. This is figure is based on an estimate of the total annual
electricity demand for the two buildings, based on their floor area.
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9.2

CAPEX and Cash flow

Technical assessment
Annual heating & hot water demand

6,759 MWh [at full build out]

Total backbone trench length

1,825 m

District heating CAPEX

£2,230,000

Peak load at the energy centre at full build out [thermal]

3.3 MW

Financial assessment
CHP option financial viability

Biomass option financial viability

CHP system size

1.3MW x 1

System size [thermal output]

0.7MW x 2

Install years

2012

Install years

2012 & 2012

Energy centre capital cost

£1.37 m

Energy centre capital cost

£1.62 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.33 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.24 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.05 m

Year 30 net revenue

7

£0.17 m

Without developer contribution

Without developer contribution

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.24 m

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.93 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.46 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.89 m

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£1.87 m

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.91 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.38 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.91 m

30 yr IRR

0.0%

30 yr IRR

No return achieved.

7

This falls relative to year 1, as in year 1 there is a one off income from the existing social housing which pays a connection
charge to cover costs of connection
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Cash flow analysis

£2 M

Cumulative Cashflow (undiscounted)
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Biomass Heat Only

Potential developer contributions

For Newtown, Option 2, there are no new developments hence no avoided costs to be calculated.

9.4

Allowable Solutions

For Newtown, Option 2, there are no new developments hence no Allowable Solutions costs to be calculated.
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Newtown – Option 3

10.1

General overview

This option connects key anchor heat loads, Newtown High School and Leisure centre, along with two schools, Maesyrhandir C
P School and Ysgol Cedewain Newtown, Powys College and existing housing. Option 3 extends this to the proposed candidate
site 591 which has total number of 95 new homes. Site 586 is not included for connection due to the low densities proposed on
the site. The model assumes that site 591 would have a medium term build out rate and would connect to the network in 2016,
and will be required to meet the Zero Carbon Homes policy.
Therefore, overall the model assumes that a total of 95 new homes, 258 existing homes and the five existing non-residential
buildings would be connected.

Key assumptions
It is assumed that the energy centre would be located close to either the high school or leisure centre, and therefore, the model
assumes that 8% of the electricity generation from any gas engine CHP [at full build out] would be used on site, and therefore
receive a higher price and the remainder would exported to the grid. This is figure is based on an estimate of the total annual
electricity demand for the two buildings, based on their floor area
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10.2

CAPEX and Cash flow

Technical assessment
Annual heating & hot water demand

7,320 MWh [at full build out]

Total backbone trench length

2,816 m

District heating CAPEX

£2,950,000

Peak load at the energy centre at full build out [thermal]

3.7 MW

Financial assessment
CHP option financial viability

Biomass option financial viability

CHP system size

1.4MW x 1

System size [thermal output]

0.7MW x 2

Install years

2012

Install years

2012 & 2012

Energy centre capital cost

£1.5 m

Energy centre capital cost

£1.77 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.32 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.24 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.19 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.05 m

Without developer contribution

Without developer contribution

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.96 m

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£3.68 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£3.06 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£3.49 m

15 yr IRR

No return achieved

15 yr IRR

No return achieved

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.55 m

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£3.63 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.96 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£3.5 m

30 yr IRR

No return achieved

30 yr IRR

No return achieved
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Cash flow analysis

£2 M

Cumulative Cashflow (undiscounted)
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Biomass Heat Only

Potential developer contributions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the avoided costs to the developer for installing DHN, compared with PV, in order to meet
the Carbon Compliance element of the zero carbon homes policy. For Newtown, Option 3, we have assumed the following
breakdown of house types, based on information provided by the Council and assumed build out dates:
Flats:

8

Semi detached:

38

Terraced properties:

40

Detached properties:

10

Total:

95

The following table shows the potential cost saving per dwelling to the developer from connecting to a district heating system
contributions and avoiding the costs of installing PV to meet Carbon Compliance. More PV would be avoided if a biomass option
is chosen rather than a gas CHP option, because biomass has a lower carbon emissions rate than gas and would be able to
save more carbon. The figures below are shown in assumed 2016 costs.
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Total potential avoided photovoltaic cost from district heating solution [per dwelling]
Gas engine CHP option

Biomass option

Flat

£1,332

Flat

£1,332

Semi

£726

Semi

£3,004

Terrace

£1,637

Terrace

£3,444

Detached

£1,134

Detached

£4,033

The following table shows how this relates to the Newtown Option 3 in terms of potential contributions from the developers
connecting to the DHN.
Total potential developer contributions [2016 costs] 8
Gas engine CHP option

Biomass option

Flat

£10,123

Flat

£10,123

Semi

£27,580

Semi

£114,152

Terrace

£65,300

Terrace

£137,416

Detached

£10,775

Detached

£38,314

Total

£113,779

Total

£300,004

For Newtown, Option 3, the new development accounts for only a small portion of the total heat delivered on the network
therefore the relative costs avoided by the developers by connecting the heat network are small in proportion to the whole DHN
option. Even when compared only to the uplift in NPV from Option 3 and Option 2, which is -£720,000 over 15 years, at a
discount rate of 6%, the potential avoided costs are only a small proportion of the total additional costs to connect. This shows
that extending to the proposed candidate site 591 does not increase the financially viability of the DHN.

8

These costs are undiscounted. They also make no allowance for how the costs of Photovoltaics systems may fall after 2016,
and therefore may be an overestimate for those development sites to be built out in the longer term.
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10.4

Allowable Solutions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the value of Allowable Solutions fund which could potentially be generated by the new
homes, in order to meet the Allowable Solution element of the zero carbon homes policy. This figure is calculated by summing
the total residual carbon emissions to be saved for each dwelling built after 2016, over 30 years for that dwelling.
No. of new homes [post
2016]

Total value of AS @
£49/tonne carbon over 30
years per dwelling

Potential value of Allowable
Solutions [@£49/tonne]

Flat

8

£1,122

£8,524

Semi

38

£1,229

£46,699

Terrace

40

£1,229

£49,034

Detached

10

£1,735

£16,479

Total

95

-

£120,736

For Newtown, Option 3, this Allowable Solution fund could be used to help fund the rest of the network. However, the size of the
fund is only a small proportion of the total costs.

10.5

Summary table for financial assessment

The table on following page summarises the financial assessment of each district heating option.

Notes on table
1.

The heat demand shown is the demand at the energy centre, after allowing for network losses

2.

The capital cost for the energy centre includes the energy centre building, and internal plant, including the lead low carbon
plant [gas engine CHP or biomass boiler], supplementary gas boilers to meet peak loads and for back up, and thermal
storage.

Network size
Option

Llanidloes
[Option 1]
Llanidloes
[Option 2]
Welshpool
[Option 2]

Annual heat
demand
[MWh]

Peak thermal
Heat network Technology
demand [MW]

7,298

5.3

8,210

8,178

Welshpool
[Option 1]

12,861

Newtown
[Option 1]

3,595

Newtown
[Option 2]
Newtown
[Option 3]

CAPEX [£ million]

6,759

7,320

5.7

3.8

6.4

1.7

3.3

3.7

IRR

Potential gap funding [£
million]

Net Present Value [£ million]

Energy
Centre

Total

15 year

30 year

15 years @
6%

15 years @
12%

30 years @
6%

30 years @
12%

Developer
contribution

Allowable
Solution
contribution

Gas

£1.70

£3.00

n/a

n/a

-£2.19

-£2.03

-£1.66

-£1.87

£0.55

£0.58

£1.30
Biomass

£1.97

£3.27

n/a

n/a

-£2.81

-£2.44

-£2.72

-£2.41

£1.45

£0.58

Gas

£1.93

£3.89

n/a

n/a

-£2.80

-£2.59

-£2.19

-£2.41

£0.55

£0.58

Biomass

£2.24

£4.20

n/a

n/a

-£3.49

-£3.05

-£3.38

-£3.02

£1.45

£0.58

Gas

£1.65

£2.35

n/a

4.50%

-£0.94

-£1.29

-£0.37

-£1.15

£0.24

£0.26

Biomass

£1.96

£2.66

n/a

n/a

-£2.36

-£2.23

-£2.56

-£2.32

£0.64

£0.26

Gas

£2.73

£5.47

n/a

1.60%

-£2.99

-£3.13

-£2.06

-£2.89

£0.37

£0.39

Biomass

£3.21

£5.95

n/a

n/a

-£4.93

-£4.54

-£5.12

-£4.64

£0.96

£0.39

£1.96

£0.70

£2.74
Gas

£0.59

£0.98

n/a

1.70%

-£0.51

-£0.64

-£0.41

-£0.63

-

-

Biomass

£0.78

£1.18

n/a

n/a

-£0.63

-£0.72

-£0.65

-£0.73

-

-

Gas

£1.37

£3.59

n/a

0.00%

-£2.24

-£2.46

-£1.87

-£2.38

-

-

Biomass

£1.62

£3.84

n/a

n/a

-£2.93

-£2.89

-£2.91

-£2.91

-

-

Gas

£1.50

£4.45

n/a

n/a

-£2.96

-£3.06

-£2.55

-£2.96

£0.11

£0.12

Biomass

£1.77

£4.74

n/a

n/a

-£3.68

-£3.49

-£3.63

-£3.50

£0.30

£0.12

£0.40

£2.23

£2.95
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11

Key Findings

11.1

Overview

This section provides a summary of the financial analysis of the options and key findings for each of the sites.

11.2

Llanidloes

Llanidloes options 1 and 2 did not achieve an internal rate of return [IRR] for either of the sites or technology options. This is
largely due to the low density of the new developments, and marginal total heat load.
Financial viability for these options could be increased by maximising the revenue from the Renewable Heat Incentive [RHI] and
selecting a total system size of less than 1MW. For the purpose of this modelling, this level of detailed plant sizing has not been
carried out, as for some heat demand profiles, selecting a smaller system can reduce the overall performance of the system and
hence would need to be assessed in more detail.
Combined with the foreseen difficulties with coordinating the new developments build out dates and developers’ strategies, this
site is not recommended for further analysis. However, it should be noted that there is good community support for such
schemes as the Llanidloes Energy Solutions community group has already been investigating the available options.

11.3

Welshpool

Welshpool option 1 achieves an IRR for the gas engine CHP option of 4.5% after 30 years, and breaks even after 20 years. The
gap funding that would be needed to take the scheme to a 6% IRR is in the region of £370,000.
However, the biomass heat-only option does not break even over the 30 year period. This is because the Renewable Heat
Incentive [RHI] tariff for this size of system [greater than 1MWth] is relatively low, and, unlike the gas engine CHP, the scheme
does not have a revenue from electricity sales.
For Welshpool option 2, the financial performance is less favourable, and the gas engine CHP option does not break even until
year 26. This is because of the relatively long run of network required to reach the hospital.
For both Welshpool options, there is a potential for capital contributions from developers of new developments, as connection to
a heating network could help them to meet zero carbon requirements from 2016. This contribution could be in the region of
£240,000 for gas engine CHP, as well as up to a further £260,000 from Allowable Solutions. These potential sources of capital
could help provide gap funding to improve the financial performance of the network.
For Welshpool there is also the added potential for heat to be supplied into a network from the proposed biomass CHP scheme
at Potters Recycling, located just to the east of the railway station.

11.4

Newtown

Newtown option 1 achieves an IRR of 1.7% for the gas engine CHP option after 30 years, and breaks even in year 26. As there
are no new developments there is not the further benefit of potential developer contributions.
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Without a new development, the attractiveness of Newtown option 1 is that the scheme has less reliance on private developers,
and the stakeholders in the DHN could be engaged straightaway. In addition, it is understood from the stakeholder workshop that
the High School is planning to expand to include a Welsh Medium School and this may provide a catalyst for a district heating
connection.
Newtown options 2 and 3 add significantly to the capital cost and do not improve the financial performance. However, it should
be noted that the heat demand for Powys College is based on a floor area estimate, and actual gas consumption should be
sourced to update this calculation.

11.5

Conclusion

Overall, Welshpool option 1 is the most viable site, and could form the basis of a heat network that could link existing and new
development. We recommend this option for further analysis, including discussion with potential ESCO’s, as well as investigating
options for utilising waste heat from the proposed Potters Recycling biomass CHP scheme. Welshpool Option 2, which would
also connect to the existing hospital as well as existing housing, could become more viable in the future if the hospital were to
expand, or additional incentives for district heating were introduced.
Llanidloes has limited potential due to the lack of suitable anchor heat loads, and low density and phasing issues for the new
developments. Therefore, district heating is unlikely to be viable to the north east area of the town, where the candidate new
development sites are located.
Newtown options 1 and 2 may be worth investigating further in the future, if the High School expands to become a Welsh
Medium School, as this would increase the heat and electricity loads and improve viability. It may also help to reduce some of the
capital costs of the network and energy centre as these could be partially integrated into the school expansion. We were also
unable to obtain data on the actual gas demand for Powys College. If this is significantly higher than our estimates, or if the
College has plans to expand, this could also improve viability. If any significant new development sites are proposed in the area
between the High School and the College in the future, then we recommend that the Council should consider the role that those
sites could play in helping to facilitate the development of a heating network.
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Appendix A: Modelling Assumptions

Introduction
This appendix lists the assumptions used in calculating the heat demands, CO2 savings and cash flow analysis. It includes the
following sections:


Technical



Revenue

Technical Assumptions
Carbon emissions factors
Based on Building Regulations Part L 2010 figures as given below:
Fuel

Carbon factor [kgCO2/kWh]

Gas

0.198

Electricity

0.517

Grid displaced electricity

0.529

Estimated Heat demands
The area heat demand [MWh/year] were based on CIBSE TM46 benchmarks adjusted with Degree Days to the Wales [-3 % from
table A1.1]. These were based on building types and building areas.

Pipework costs
Based on previous quotes by PPSL providing Logstor Ror pipework increased in line with inflation
Size [mm]

Rate per meter [£]

Size [mm]

Rate per meter [£]

DN25/90

£ 132.30/m

DN150/250

£ 271.95/m

DN32/110

£ 140.70/m

DN200/315

£ 341.25/m

DN40/110

£ 147.00/m

DN250/400

£ 512.40/m

DN50/125

£ 53.30/m

DN300/450

£ 657.30/m

DN65/140

£ 158.55/m

DN400/520

£ 803.25/m

DN80/160

£ 169.05/m

DN500/710

£ 941.85/m

DN100/200

£ 191.10/m

DN600/800

£1,092.00/m

DN125/225

£ 219.45/m
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Notes


Rates are per single pipe and need to be doubled for flow and return.



Operating Temperatures up to 140ºC.



All inclusive means there is an allowance in the rates for fittings, site joints and termination seals.



Rates exclude for associated civil works.

Civil engineering costs [trenching]
Based on previous quotes by PPSL providing Logstor Ror pipework increased in line with inflation
Size [mm]

Hard Dig £/m

Soft Dig £/m

DN25/90

315

220.5

DN32/110

325.5

231

DN40/110

346.5

241.5

DN50/125

367.5

257.25

DN65/140

378

273

DN80/160

409.5

294

DN100/200

441

315

DN125/225

504

357

DN150/250

619.5

441

DN200/315

682.5

477.75

DN250/400

735

514.5

DN300/450

840

588

DN400/520

897.75

674.1

DN500/710

955.5

677.25

DN600/800

1018.5

729.75

Notes
Civil work all inclusive of:


excavation and reinstatement per meter of trench



exclude special surfaces, close shoring, dewatering & traffic management
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Civil engineering costs for energy centres
Energy Centre costs for civils based on 0.4m2/kWe and a Capex of £1000/m2.

Contingency and design fees
Multiple of 1.265 on the overall network costs. This assumes 15% contingency and 10% to cover professional fees.

Plant assumptions
Size [MWth]

Heat
Efficiency

Electrical
Efficiency

CAPEX per kW

Maintenance
per kWhth

Lifespan
[Years]

Gas CHP

0.5

42%

32%

£864

0.5 pence

15

Gas CHP

0.9

42%

32%

£864

0.5 pence

15

Gas CHP

1.2

40%

35%

£657

0.5 pence

15

Gas CHP

2.2

42%

38%

£657

0.5 pence

15

Gas Boiler

any

90%

n/a

£60

0.0 pence

20

CHP plant operation
Fraction of load met by CHP:

90%

CHP Load Factor:

50%

Heat network operation
Network losses: 6% of total heat demand
Pumping electricity: 1% of total heat demand
Heat standing charge: £100 per household
Network maintenance: 1% of heat network CAPEX
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Revenue Assumptions
Cash flow assumptions
No inflation included;
All costs based on 2012 costs;
Full plant replacement included at year 15 for gas fired CHP and biomass boilers.

Renewable Heat Incentive [RHI] Tariff for biomass boilers
Size [MWth]

Price [p/kWh]
Tier 1: 4.9p

Medium commercial biomass

0.2 to 1.0 MWth
Tier 2: 2.0p

Large commercial biomass

> 1.0 MWth

1.0p

Fuel Costs for energy centre
Fuel

Commercial Price [p/kWh]

Gas

2.00p

Electricity

8.50p

Woodchip

1.29p

CCL [gas]

0.16p

Heat Sales
Heat sale to customers is based on typical boiler efficiencies with a 10% discount to incentivise connecting to the network.
Customer

Heat sale price [p#kWh]

Residential

5.25p

Commercial

3.20p
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Appendix B: Notes from Stakeholder
Workshop

List of attendees at stakeholder workshop held at Powys County Council, Llandrindod Wells, dated 14-06-2012. The workshop
was attended by the following stakeholders and project team members:


Chris O’Brien [Planning Policy Officer - South, Powys County Council]



Peter Morris [LDP Team Leader, Powys County Council]



Michael Lloyd [Planning Policy Officer - North, Powys County Council]



Heather Delonnette [Sustainability Officer, Powys County Council]



Gareth Richards [Energy Manager, Powys County Council]



Karen Griffiths [Carbon Trust].



Mark Morant [AECOM]



Stephen Ward [AECOM]
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Appendix C: Detailed methodology for
developer contributions and Allowable
Solutions
This appendix sets out the methodology used in calculating the potential developer contributions and value of allowable
solutions. The aim of this calculation is to set out an estimate of the additional cost of district heating networks [DHNs] for new
developments, over and above the cost of what would be required from an alternative microgeneration solution to meet future
Building Regulations, and in particular the future requirements for zero carbon new homes by 2016.
This estimate of costs is based on the latest information available from published studies, and these are referenced below, as
appropriate. However, we would stress that these figures can only be treated as a rough guide at this stage, as there are many
uncertainties. The main one of these is that the definition of the requirement for zero carbon homes by 2016 has yet to be fully
defined, and has already been subject to several changes over the last 2-3 years.
The estimate of costs given here is for new dwellings only. In terms of non-domestic buildings it is far harder to come up with
generic indicative costs for DHNs, or to estimate the avoided costs for meeting the requirement for zero carbon non-domestic
buildings. For the former, this is because non-domestic buildings are far more varied in their size and layout on a site and
therefore do not lend themselves to generic modelling in the same way as homes. For the latter, the detail of what zero carbon
will actually mean is far less developed and the level of cost analysis that exists for zero carbon homes does not exist for nondomestic buildings.
It is possible that developers could see significant avoided costs for new non-domestic buildings from connecting to a DHN,
particularly for mixed use developments, where the cost of the infrastructure could be shared with new housing. However, this
could only be quantified as part of a more detail assessment for individual sites.

The cost to a developer of meeting the on-site carbon compliance element of zero carbon
The most recent work on this was published by the Zero Carbon Hub, in February 2011 9 . This work modelled the costs of
meeting the carbon compliance element using PV and gas boilers for each dwelling. The study also calculated the contribution
that district heating technologies could make to achieving Carbon Compliance, using either gas [engine] CHP or biomass
heating, and the amount of PV that may still be required in each case. Using this information, it is possible to deduce the potential
capital cost savings that could arise from using district heating as a result of needing less, or no PV. A summary of this data is
shown in the table below, for each dwelling type.
Table: summary of potential avoided cost of PV from using district heating

Type of
dwelling

Floor area
[m2]

Carbon
compliance
level
[kgCO2 per
m2 per
year]

Cost of
carbon
compliance
with PV
[2016
prices]
excluding
fabric

PV
required if
no district
heating
[m2]

PV required with district
heating [m2]

Cost saving from
district solution [in 2016
prices] per dwelling

Gas CHP

Biomass
heating

Gas CHP

Biomass
heating

Flat

54.5

14

£1,332

4.92

0.0

0

£1,322

£1,332

Semi

76

11

£3,004

11.4

5.8

0

£726

£3,004

Terrace

76

11

£3,444

9.4

3.6

0

£1,637

£3,444

Detached

118

10

£4,033

14

8.7

0

£1,134

£4,033

9

“Carbon Compliance, setting an appropriate limit for zero carbon new homes, findings and recommendations”, February, 2011
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Notes on table:
•

Where the table says 2016 prices, this means the estimated price of the PV element in 2016, allowing for expected learning
rates, but with no inflation added in.

•

The cost of carbon compliance for PV is the cost of the PV element only, and does not include the cost of the gas boiler.

The cost saving shown for the district heating solution relates only to the avoided cost of needing less PV, it does not allow for
any other cost savings from a district solution
From this table it can be seen that by 2016 [when PV costs are expected to be less than they are now, in real terms], the
potential avoided cost of meeting Carbon Compliance to a developer from connecting to a district heating system could be in the
range of £726-£3,444 per dwelling, depending on the technology and the dwelling type, for higher density developments
consisting of flats, or terraced and end-of-terrace/ semi-detached homes.

The cost of district heating networks
A relatively recent, and robust source of data for this is the report for DECC by Poyry and AECOM on the potential for DHNs in
the UK, from 2009 10 . The data in the Poyry report was based on installing DHNs to supply existing dwellings. This is generally
more expensive than for new dwellings. This is because for the latter, the heat demands are lower, and therefore a smaller heat
main size can be used, and also the trenches for the heat mains can be dug in unmade, or softer ground, rather than having to
excavate and re-instate a section of existing road or pavement.
The table below shows a summary of the estimated costs for a DHN to serve new dwellings, derived from the Poyry report.
Based on data held by AECOM on heat main costs, we have estimated that the DHN infrastructure cost for new build would be
roughly 30% less than that for existing dwellings, and the cost for DNH branches would be 20% less. The figures shown are for
the network only, and exclude any costs for the energy centre, and for the heat exchanger and heat meter for each dwelling. The
cost for the latter two items is roughly equivalent to the installed cost for a gas boiler, and therefore the net cost of these can be
assumed to be zero, assuming the comparison is with a dwelling with its own gas boiler.
Table: Estimated costs of DHNs for new dwellings

Dwelling

DHN
infrastructure
cost [Poyry]

With reduction
for new build
[30%]

DHN branch cost
[Poyry]

With reduction
for new build
[20%

Total DHN cost
[excluding
energy centre] for
new build

Flat

£712

£498

£752

£602

£1,100

Terrace

£2,135

£1,495

£1,912

£1,530

£3,024

Semi [Dense]

£2,719

£1,903

£2,598

£2,078

£3,982

Semi [Less Dense]

£2,719

£1,903

£3,198

£2,558

£4,462

10

“The Potential and Costs of District Heating Networks, a report to the Department of Energy and Climate Change, April 2009
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Notes on table:
•

All costs shown are in 2009 prices.

•

The DHN branch cost relates to the cost of pipe braches to serve residential streets and spurs off to serve individual
dwellings.

•

The DHN infrastructure cost relates to the heat mains that would run down the main roads to connect the streets together
and to the energy centre, assuming the energy centre was located within or in close proximity to the development.

•

These figures exclude any costs for an energy centre.

•

These costs do not allow for the potential avoided cost for a developer if they do not provide a gas supply to each dwelling.

The table shows that the cost of the DHN network could be in the range of £1,100 to just under £4,000 per dwelling for higher
density developments, consisting of flats, terraced homes and end-of-terrace/ semi-detached homes.
A comparison of these costs with the avoided costs for carbon compliance, and the resulting net cost, is shown summarised in
the table below. This shows that the net cost is actually negative [i.e. a net cost saving] for flats, and for high density housing is
about £500 for biomass heating, and up to about £2,300 for gas CHP. These costs could potentially be reduced further if a] as
mentioned above, the developer chooses not to provide a gas supply to each dwelling 11 , and therefore sees a saving in gas
infrastructure and b] if the developer or ESCo is able to share trenches with other infrastructure being installed on site [such as
water, electricity and fibre optic cabling] which could reduce the costs of installation.
Table: Net costs for DHNs to met zero carbon
Cost saving from district solution [in
2016] per dwelling
Gas CHP

Biomass heating

Secondary DHN
costs per
dwelling

Flat

£1,332

£1,332

£1,100

-£232

-£232

Semi

£726

£3,004

£3,024

£2,298

£20

Terrace

£1,637

£3,444

£3,982

£2,345

£538

Detached

£1,134

£4,033

£4,462

£3,328

£429

Type of dwelling

Net cost for district heating
Gas CHP

Biomass heating

The proportion of this net cost, if there is one, that will be passed on to the developer will depend on a range of factors including:


Whether the energy centre already exists to serve other heat loads, or whether a new energy centre needs to be provided
specifically for the new development. The costs shown above are for the DHN only, so if a new energy centre was required,
this would be an additional cost per dwelling.



The overall financial viability of the DHN and the energy centre.



The mix and density of heat loads.



The actual predicted carbon savings for each dwelling.

11

Some ESCOs may require this anyway, if they are investing capital in a scheme, to help provide a long term guarantee of heat
supply to the dwellings to support their efforts to obtain finance
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The level of financial return required by the ESCo.



For gas engine CHP, [or in fact for any form of CHP] the ability of the ESCO to sell the electricity at retail prices to a large
electricity user, rather than at wholesale prices to the grid.

Allowable Solutions
Once a developer has met the Carbon Compliance requirement on-site, the current definition of zero carbon requires that they
deal with the remaining carbon emissions through Allowable Solutions. The most recent Government impact assessment for the
Zero Carbon Homes policy 12 has estimated that the cost of Allowable Solutions would be £49 per tonne of CO2 per annum,
totalled over 30 years. This figure is in present value terms, and assumes, in effect, that this is the cost that the developer would
pay upfront on completion of each new dwelling. The table below shows the potential value [or cost] of the Allowable Solutions
for different dwelling types.
Table: summary of potential costs for Allowable Solutions for different dwelling types
Cost of Allowable Solutions
per dwelling [discounted]
@£49 per tonne over 30
years

Type of dwelling

Floor area [m2]

Carbon compliance level
[kgCO2 per m2 per year]

Flat

54.5

14

£1,122

Semi

76

11

£1,229

Terrace

76

11

£1,229

Detached

118

10

£1,735

One of the potential Allowable Solutions, at the time of writing, could be to fund the connection of district heating networks to
reduce the carbon emissions of existing buildings. This could potentially assist with the overall viability of a district heating
scheme, and thereby help reduce the cost to a developer of connecting the new homes, as explained above. However, this
solution may require a local authority to have a policy mechanism in place to require payments into a local fund, rather than a
developer paying into a national fund.

12

CLG, Zero Carbon Homes, Impact Assessment, May 2011

